1. Introduction to Writing – State Testing

SECTION 1: Expository Essay Structure – Basic
2. Expository Planning
3. Expository Planning – With A’s and B’s
4. More Planning Practice
5. I Paragraph
6. I Paragraph – More Practice
7. T, 3A, 3B
8. Longer A and B Sentences
9. Expository Test
10. Review/Revise
11. C Paragraph
12. Reviewing the I and C Paragraph
13. Modeling
14. W Sentence
15. Indenting/Lined Paper
16. Expository Test 1
17. Expository Transition Words
18. Expository Test 2
19. Conference/Revisions
20. Expository Test 3
21. Expository Checklist/Partner Check
22. Expository Test 4

SECTION 2: Informative/Explanatory Writing
23. Informative/Explanatory Planning
24. More Planning Practice
25. I Paragraph
26. Middle Paragraphs - Overview
27. Topic Sentence
28. Quotes
29. Paraphrasing
30. Own Thoughts and Ideas
31. Wrap - Up Sentence
32. Writing the Middle Paragraphs
33. More Practice – T1, T2, T3
34. C Paragraph
35. Informative/Explanatory Test 1
36. Review/Revise
37. Transition Words
38. Informative/Explanatory Test 2
39. Conference/Revisions
40. Informative/Explanatory Test 3
41. Checklist/Partner Check
42. Informative/Explanatory Test 4
SECTION 3: Argumentative Writing
43. Argumentative Planning
44. More Planning Practice
45. I Paragraph
46. Middle Paragraphs – Overview
47. Writing a Counterclaim – Overview *7th and 8th Only*
48. Topic Sentence
49. Quotes
50. Paraphrasing
51. Own Thoughts and Ideas
52. Wrap - Up Sentence
53. Counterclaim Practice 1 - *7th and 8th only*
54. Counterclaim Practice 2 - *7th and 8th only*
55. Writing the Middle Paragraphs
56. More Practice – R1, R2, R3
57. Argumentative Test 1
58. Conference/Revisions
59. C Paragraph
60. Argumentative Test 2
61. Conference/Revisions
62. Argumentative Test 3
63. Checklist/Partner Check
64. Argumentative Test 4

Section 4: Additional Activities and Strategies
65. Highlighter Activity
66. Last Minute Strategy
67. Race Against the Clock
68. You Write, They Write
69. Extra Transitions
70. Argumentative Vocabulary
71. Text Evidence – Ways to Show Evidence
72. Quotations
73. Writing In Your Own Words
74. Fast Planning Practice
75. Argumentative Writing Practice
76. Informative Writing Practice
77. Argumentative Writing Practice
78. Informative Writing Practice
79. Argumentative Writing Practice
80. Informative Writing Practice

Section 5: More Practice
81. Read and Go
82. Boxing and Labeling Information
83. Planning Practice
84. Different Ways to Write Quotes
85. Middle Paragraphs Practice 1
86. Middle Paragraphs Practice 2
87. State Rubrics
88. Elaborative Techniques – Definitions
89. Difficult Prompts
90. Test Taking Review